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Toyota highlander oil cooler pipe recall



Forum &gt; Toyota &gt; Toyota SUV &gt; Toyota Highlander &gt; Highlander 2008-2013 &gt; Important Information &gt; Warranty &gt; Cover Notice Show off your work and Create Your Own Tutorial!! Join and become a Contributor! Discussions on 'Warranty' were started by Kaiju, 24 Jul 2016. Tags: cooling extension
highlander oil pipeline leak toyota ze2 warranty (you must enter or register to reply here.) Forum &gt; Toyota &gt; Toyota SUV &gt; Toyota Highlander &gt; Highlander 2008-2013 &gt; Important Information &gt; Warranty &gt; · Beginners Discussion • #1 • May 2, 2019 More bad news about improvement. Replace oil
cooling tubes and rubber hoses if you haven't already. They're in front of the machine. Use an old style rubber hose that will age and crack then drain the entire crankcase of your oil without you even knowing it. If you are on an interstate or highway you will drain and cook your machine in about 2 minutes and the oil lamp
will not turn on until it is too late. The new replacement removes the rubber hose and replaces it with a stainless steel tube. There are no withdrawal or renewal guarantees for this repair. Toyota has left the owner with this devastating event and its repairs. Be careful and be aware. Sorry for everyone. :surprise: · Beginner
Discussion • #2 • May 2, 2019 This involves the 1st and 2nd generation Sienna. The part costs about $110 and is a superior improvement. The dealer installed about $600. 5 KB Views: 281 · I think that only applies to gen2 vans 3.5L 2007-2010 with tow packages. 2008-2010 vans without tow packages were unaffected
as they did not have oil coolers. Gen1 (3.0L) and 2004-2006 gen2 (3.3L) have no engine oil coolant and therefore do not have this oil cooling line. I believe the 2011 and newer 3.5L vans with tow packs have all the cooling lines of metal oil (if equipped), but aren't 100% sure about that. There are several threads here
about doing the replacement yourself. I changed my oil cooling line in 2007 last year by about 130k miles. -Mike Sent from SM-G950U I use Tapatalk · When this failed at my 08, I spoke to a Toyota representative after replacing the parts themselves and saw how they improved the oil line. The only announcements they
made were 'warranty upgrades' or service campaigns between 2014 and 2016 where they would replace them for free if they failed. Luckily the mine failed just 1/4 mile from my house and was still leaking when I got home so no damage was done. There's a black trail of comic oil that leads through my neighborhood to
my garage for weeks aftewards, haha. No safety issues mean no memory but I can't imagine how many The machine took that part. The representative gave me $100 in dealer credit in exchange for emails and receipts, it was better than nothing. · a few years ago I told my brother about an oil cooling rubber hose
problem, and he took his 2010 Highlander 3.5L v6 to stealership after scheduling a recall appointment to check the check hose, and he called me right after the appointment, said the theft saw it, the rubber hose hasn't leaked, therefore they won't' replace it. I ended up asking him to buy a $55 stainless hose oem online
and install it myself, a 30 minute job, from this lesson, I found theft useless, a waste of time. · I'm not about the United States or anywhere else. It's a campain in Canada. I think due to the fact that all of us have tow packages. They will replace the line with an upgraded one. Queues don't have to leak. · I hope you know
about VVTI oil hoses too? Thanks to this forum I replaced both before something happened or I will never know about it. · · I believe the VVTi line was recalled, so you might want to check your VIN with a Toyota dealer and see if you've done. Warranty replacements are more oil-resistant hoses, but the newer 3.5L has
all metal lines and can be reattached to the older 3.5L. My local dealer upgraded our 2007 to a newer rubber line many years ago as a warranty/recall even though our original didn't leak. If your van had a newer rubber line, I wouldn't bother updating to that metal one. If your van has an older rubber line, I'll replace it with
metal, but see if the dealer will do it for you (either metal or newer rubber) for free. AFAIK, there is no outside way to distinguish between older and newer rubber lines. I think the replacement of the VVTi line is a little more involved than the oil cooling line. There are a lot of videos out there about it because it affects all
the older Toyota 3.5L engines. -Mike Sent from SM-G950U I use Tapatalk · There is a recall for the rear head VVTi upper hose (LSC-90K), but only a technology service bulletin (TSB-0201-11) for cooling. There are some very comprehensive threads about this (now pretty much old news...), so let's not rediscover the
wheel here. The original overline is marked ACM which is Polyacrylate. It's okay to clean oil, but it may have sensitivity to contamination found as an oil age (corrosive blow-by). Newer hoses are marked ACM FKM, or fluorinated rubber (Viton?) which should be much more chemically resistant and usually have yellow
strips of IIRC. · Our Sienna oil line was blowing as we were driving at the speed of the highway. I pulled over both flaming dashboards and had the 2010 towed to the dealership. They told me that they knew this high pressure oil line was a problem and paid for most of the repairs when I pressed them. If it is
recommended if they know this problems and discuss with me before the failure, then I will have no problem paying for preventive repairs. If failing with them doesn't tell me, then it's on them. We also talked about how their admission of wrongdoing should include future engine repairs from oil starvation. Moot point as we
traded in the van a few months later for peace of mind. XLE 2017 is Good!! · Correcting my previous post about there only TSB for oil cooling line leaks: ZE2 Warranty Improvement Program did extend the warranty on all Sienna vans from 2007 to 2011 with old-style hybrids (steel &amp; rubber lines). The owner's notice
was sent in 2014/2015. At this point the coverage is for 10 years from the date of purchase of a new vehicle or up to 150k miles. Engine damage is also covered. · I brought this post back from the grave as our oil cooling channel only brought up the leak tonight in our 2011. I found info about the ze2 warranty upgrade
which covers siennas 2007-2011 with these conditions. Has anyone managed to get Toyota to respond in case of engine failure? My wife called me after the van bogged down after leaving the lights to stop. He pulled over and turned it off. I stopped by, checked it out and saw a pot of oil covered in oil. I grabbed the oil
and added about 5 quart which meant he was scary low. Started it and saw the flow of oil from the oil cooling hose so I immediately turned it off. Left the van in the parking lot tonight until I could talk to the Toyota in the morning. The engine sounds fine after adding oil but I am still worried permanent damage can be
done. · I saw buying 2010 with a tow package – was it easy enough to check the lines to make sure they didn't leak? It's also a 2 hour drive so I am now experiencing anxiety that it will blow on the way home. · The leak will be easy to see, the high pressure line will spray the oil out with a lot of force. Find out if it's an old
rubber or a new metal line will come in handy before riding it, simply flashing the flashlight up while looking under the front end. · I saw buying 2010 with a tow package – was it easy enough to check the lines to make sure they didn't leak? It's also a 2 hour drive so I am now experiencing anxiety that it will blow on the
way home. It is easy to see if it leaks, but if it has a rubber hose, simply plan to replace it or replace it. This is a $200 repair at the dealership. I'm not going to let that weight down too much into your purchase decision. The real problem is that they fail to be katarophistically and pump all the oil out in seconds. Mine was
fine in my 2010 when I replaced it this year at 160k miles. It would be some bad luck to blow it out on the way home. · Also look at 2008 with ~160k At 100k/6years ago it had such oil cooling line failure – found in Toyota.com services. Is it possible for damage then to make this one too risky? FLUID LEAK-ENGINE
~|~CUSTOMER THE VEHICLE LEAKED SEVERAL TYPES OF OIL. ~|~FOUND A RUPTURED OIL COOLING PIPE. ~|~REPLACED OIL COOLING PIPES AND GASKETS. DEGREASED ENGINE BAY AND REPLACED ENGINE OIL AND FILTERS. RE-CHECKED OK. NOTE: CHECK THE ENGINE LIGHTS AS
WELL. VEHICLES NEED SENSOR BANK 2 2 02 PARTS SENSOR #89465- 08090 SPARE PARTS AND LABOR $ 333.39 + TAX · Also Also in 2008 with ~160k At 100k/6years ago it had such oil cooling line failure – found in Toyota.com services. Is it possible for damage then to make this one too risky? So have you
ever replaced the bank sensor 2 sensor 2 02 PART #89465- 08090 and got rid of your P0430 Code? Just curious about aftermarket sensors versus OEM sensors - or the possibility of cat converter failures. · I'm not just a car I'm looking to buy. · More bad news about repairs. Replace oil cooling tubes and rubber hoses if
you haven't already. They're in front of the machine. Use an old style rubber hose that will age and crack then drain the entire crankcase of your oil without you even knowing it. If you are on an interstate or highway you will drain and cook your machine in about 2 minutes and the oil lamp will not turn on until it is too late.
The new replacement removes the rubber hose and replaces it with a stainless steel tube. There are no withdrawal or renewal guarantees for this repair. Toyota has left the owner with this devastating event and its repairs. Be careful and be aware. Sorry for everyone. They just did at the dealership for free. More bad
news about repairs. Replace oil cooling tubes and rubber hoses if you haven't already. They're in front of the machine. Use an old style rubber hose that will age and crack then drain the entire crankcase of your oil without you even knowing it. If you are on an interstate or highway you will drain and cook your machine in
about 2 minutes and the oil lamp will not turn on until it is too late. The new replacement removes the rubber hose and replaces it with a stainless steel tube. There are no withdrawal or renewal guarantees for this repair. Toyota has left the owner with this devastating event and its repairs. Be careful and be aware. Sorry
for everyone. :surprise: They just did it at the dealership for free. TOYOTA HAS ACKNOWLEDGED THIS PROBLEM! I will post a photo of the receipt if anyone asks me to.! To.!
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